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Glass-Media

Hey, y'all.
We're Glass-Media.
Born in Dallas, TX, we are digital artists, engineers,
and visual storytellers on a mission to change
traditional retail advertising with captivating digital
solutions. The current state of store-front messaging
is boring, expensive, and downright wasteful. Let’s
reimagine retail together.
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We're Not
Captivating
Disruptive
Passionate
Authentic
Agile
Playful
Innovative

Unnoticed
The status quo
Indifferent
Disingenuous
Slow
Stiff suits
Traditional
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A Custom-Tailored
Experience Shop
We’re in the business of creating
one-of-a-kind retail marketing
experiences that really wow. Our
passionate team of experts design
and deliver digital programs that
are on brand, on time, and on
budget.
As an end-to-end solution
provider, our unique approach
to project design and value
engineering ensures your
activations captivate and influence
your audience. Say goodbye to
stale techniques and say howdy to
Glass-Media’s dynamic advertising
tools.
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Projection Solution
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What gets us excited:

Showrooms
Premium Outlets
Brand Collaborations
Flagship stores
Pop-up shops
Traditional Retail
D2C marketplaces
Specialty shop
Stores-within-a-store
Specialty Retail
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Projection
Solutions
Hardware
Tech Specs
Storefront
Glass Cling
Recessed Acrylic
Vinyl + Digital
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In-Store
Suspended Banner
Wallscape
Projected AR

Projection Solution
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Laser
Projection

Form Factor
Sleek, compact size and
customizable exterior
colors

Long Life
Laser projectors have 20,000
hours of maintenance-free
runtime

We have high standards when it comes to
performance and reliability which is why each
installation begins with premium, commercial-grade
laser projectors. Gone are the days of lamp-based
tech. Our energy-efficient and customizable hardware,
offers best-in-class brightness, color, and clarity
to keep your digital display shining longer without
disrupting your brand’s personal aesthetic.

Key Tech Highlights

Flexible Lenses

-Low energy consumption

High Brightness

Interchangeable lenses

Light outputs of 15,000+

-24/7 continuous operation

for short, long and

lumens mean clear, vivid

reverse throw situations

images in all conditions

-Superior contrast ratios
-Serial communication
-Lens shift and keystone
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Projection Solution
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Storefront
Retail advertising once relied
on static posters. It’s time to
replace that tired old paper with
dynamic digital displays for your
retail windows.
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Glass Cling

Recessed Acrylic

Vinyl + Digital
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Projection Solution
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Glass Cling
We discovered early on there was a lack of
high-quality projection film on the market.
So we created our own line of proprietary
projection coatings and substrates.
Our innovative glass cling technology
is designed to offer unmatched clarity,
color, uniformity, and ultra-wide viewing
angles. Better yet, all of our films are semipermanent. Easily replace or remove your
displays from any glass surface without
leaving pesky residue behind.
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Projection Solution
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Glass Cling
Features
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Any Shape

Sunlight Visible

Wide Viewing Angle

Engineered with complete customization and

We know every retail environment is unique.

Keep your customers engaged longer with

versatility in mind, our projection films can be

We use a proprietary job planning software

an impressive 178 degree viewing angle. Our

cut to fit your needs. From circles or squares

to account for varying ambient light levels.

solutions offer an advanced radius compared

to your logo or even the shape of Texas, your

This ensures your display is bright and your

to traditional monitors while guaranteeing a

desired design is only a trim away.

message is clear – even in direct sunlight.

glare and distortion-free experience.

Projection Solution
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Recessed Acrylic
Our technology was designed to meet
the needs of your versatile spaces while
maintaining landlord compliance. In
cases where storefront glass marketing is
prohibited, we simply laminate projection
film onto a custom cut acrylic sheet.
This digital display solution is then easily
recessed and suspended from the ceiling
without disrupting your brand’s nearby
fixtures, mannequins, or merchandise.
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Projection Solution
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Vinyl + Digital
Really bring your advertising to life with our modern Vinyl
+ Digital hybrid display units. This unique solution is visual
storytelling at its finest. Combining premium-quality vinyl with
Glass-Media’s proprietary rear projection film, your brand will
reach new creative heights while captivating your consumers
in unexpected ways.
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Projection Solution
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In-Store
Enhance your customer’s
experience while they shop.
Our in-store projection
solutions transform nearly
any 2D or 3D surface into an
immersive digital canvas.
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Suspended Banner

Wallscape

Projected AR
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Projection Solution
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Suspended Banner
Catch your customer’s attention at
every angle with our Suspended Banner
options. This unique projection display
is the perfect solution to replace those
costly and labor intensive traditional
paper and polly banners. Eliminate wasted
time and materials while bringing a more
sophisticated experience to your retail
environment. Our proprietary substrates
allow for front, rear, or dual-sided projection
that will never crinkle, rip, or fade.
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Projection Solution
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Wallscape

Walls are all too often left untouched. Let’s transform that open or
underutilized space into a stunning digital canvas that's sure to elevate
your merchandising strategy. Glass-Media wallscapes are adaptable and
flexible solutions that can be tailored to your brand’s unique customer
experience. Whether you install these digital displays units behind a cash
wrap, include them in your shelving, or project them onto your retail floors,
your possibilities for interactive and creative storytelling are limitless.
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Projection Solution
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Projected AR
Retail displays are no longer limited to
standard flat surfaces. Projection-based
augmented reality is a cutting-edge
tool that offers your brand the unique
opportunity to bring even physical products
to life. As an industry leader in projectionbased augmented reality applications,
our team is always striving to develop
mesmerizing and innovative retail marketing
advancements. These bridge the gap
between digital and physical space for our
brand partners and their customers.
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Projection Solution
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Projected
AR
Applications
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Forms

Mannequins

Products

Showcase stunning jewelry in a new and

You’ll never go out of style with this creative

Engage your consumers in new exciting ways.

innovative way. Project AR compliments

approach. Easily transition from Spring to

Change the color or styles of your signature

jewelry forms that are both placed in or on

Summer when you use Project AR to show off

shoe collection or handbag line right before

top of display cases without glare.

fashion trends.

their very eyes.

Projection Solution
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Our end-to-end
digital solutions are...

mesmerizing
immersive
dynamic
influential
engaging
captivating
inspirational
head turning
delightful
empowering
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Also, Our Solutions:
Reduce environmental impact / Cut costs and production time /
Achieve 100% campaign compliance / Have unmatched optical
clarity and color uniformity / Are sunlight readable in all ambient light
conditions / Have no aspect ratio or shape limitations
23

Monitor
Solutions
Hardware
Tech Specs
Storefront + Instore
Single Sided
Dual Sided
Video Wall
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Monitor Solution
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High-Bright
LCDs

Narrow Bezels
Designed for a seamless
viewing experience

High Brightness
At 5,000+ nits, our displays
can easily be viewed in direct
sunlight

Where traditional monitor tech meets agile, customtailored solutions. We have high standards when it
comes to performance and reliability which is why we
only use premium, commercial-grade hardware from
proven partners in our industry. Enabled with features
like ultra-high brightness, a narrow bezel, intelligent
thermal management, our high-bright LCD monitors
Modular Mounting

will ensure the highest quality display and longest life
for your dynamic advertising needs.

Key Tech Highlights

Pure Color

Whether on the floor or from

Color calibrated displays

the ceiling, we have mounting

produce a natural looking

options for any environment

image

-Intelligent thermal management
-24/7 continuous operation
-Serial communication
-Portrait or landscape orientation
-Superior display resolution
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Monitor Solution
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Single Sided
Monitor
Built for adaptability and multifunctional purposes, the single
sided monitor is a long-standing classic for experiential
retail strategies. They allow for maximum versatility in
sizing, scalability and perform flawlessly in ambient lighting
conditions no matter the placement in your space or time of
day. Whether used as stand alone unit or as one piece in a
larger experiential immersion, you won’t go wrong with this
tried and true LCD application.
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Monitor Solution
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Dual-Sided
Monitors
Innovation is our ethos. So we’re especially proud to be
among the first to offer this product in our industry. The
sleek and sophisticated dual sided screen that lets you catch
your audience’s attention from multiple viewpoints. Designed
to expand the reach of your brand’s messaging, you’re
guaranteed to get twice the impact.
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Monitor Solution
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Video Wall
Show off your brand’s dynamic video content in a big way.
Video walls combine multiple, high-bright monitors to create
large, impactful digital wall experiences. Their superior
contrast ratios and resolution allows for seamless coverage
across any large surface area. Take advantage of this highimpact solution and captivate your customers from the
moment they walk into your space.
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Monitor Solution
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Unique Aspect Ratio
At Glass-Media we remain at the forefront
of emerging technologies. For decades
LCD monitors have only been available in
standard sizes with limited aspect ratios.
Recently, a number of uniquely sized
monitors have entered the market. From
ultra-stretch, to square, and much more,
Glass-Media is proud to offer new, unique
products to our brand partners.
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Monitor Solution
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Monitor
Accessories
Extensions
Monitor Shelving
Layerable Frames
Mounting
Freestanding
Suspension Cables
Ceiling Pole
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Monitor Accessory
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Monitor Shelving
Elevate your shelf game in one strategic
play with dynamic Monitor Shelving. We’ve
pioneered this proprietary application to be
fully customizable so you can present your
products in new and empowering ways.
Our sleek, acrylic shelving is made to order
and offers a variety of sizes and placement
settings that attach to an LCD monitor in
any mounting orientation. Now you can
highlight your new shoe line with the glow
of engaging video content from behind.
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Monitor Accessory
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Layerable Frames
Transform an existing instore display into
something truly unique. Our layerable
frames are a versatile solution that easily
elevates any monitor into a customized
creative experience. Select your design
and we’ll do the rest. Whether it’s a simple
branded frame with your logo or a one-of-akind shape like a suitcase or surfboard, the
sky's the limit when it comes to this simple
monitor makeover.
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Monitor Accessory
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Mounting
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Freestanding

Suspension Cables

Ceiling Pole

When it comes to merchandising, flexibility

Prefer a more permanent fixture? Our

We know retail floor space is valuable. That’s

is key. This sleek and compact mounting unit

suspension cable mounting solutions are

why we offer the option to mount your LCD

is easy to move and reposition to keep your

minimalistic and chic, creating an effortless,

Monitor from the ceiling. You’ll never worry

advertising in the perfect place no matter

mid-air digital display that appears to float in

about merchandising around advertising

your retail set up.

your space.

displays again.

Monitor Accessory
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Infrastructure
How it Works
Network
Our Cloud
4G LTE
Automation
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Platform Features
User Interface
Multi-Tennancy
Bulk Deployment

Infrastructure
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How it Works
We’ve carefully designed and
developed our technology suite to
stand alone within a crowded industry
of primarily independent providers.
We handle it all – from hardware and
software, to the network and cloud. By
delivering end-to-end solutions that
grow with our customers and adapt
to their needs, our inhouse team of
experts remain on time and within
budget for each unique project no
matter the ask.

Proprietary

Technology

Glass-Media

IoT/Cloud

Glass-Media

Display Tech

Package

4G LTE

Platform

CMS
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Infrastructure
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Our Cloud

4G LTE

Automation

Our cloud based IoT platform is built for

Enterprise-level IT can be complicated. That's

Our smart automation means not having to

speed, stability, security and scalability.

why each Glass-Media system is equipped

worry about the little things. Our platform

Powered by Amazon Web Services, the

with an autonomous 4G LTE router. This secure

regulates when a system turns on and off,

flexible architecture can grow and adapt with

cellular connection means no piggybacking off

adjusts brightness and contrast levels, and

the changing needs of your organization.

existing WiFI or engaging your IT department.

pushes OTA software updates.
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Network

Infrastructure
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Powered
®
by Intel

Powerful and Flexible
With Intel® Wireless 8265AC, you can run Windows®
10, Linux or another OS

Large Capacity
Room for a 2TB 2.5
HDD and an M.2 slot for
lightning fast SSD

In December 2019, Glass-Media and Intel ® announced
a strategic partnership to transform retail through IoT.
Each Glass-Media system is now proudly powered by
the Intel ® NUC. Designed for optimal media playback,
projector communication and cloud connectivity,
the NUC serves as the perfect balance of function,
reliability and form, while it’s proven processing

Enhanced Security

power and dependability offer our customers the

Intel® vPro TM keeps data

peace-of-mind they deserve.

secure and allows for
remote manageability

Highly Customizable
Includes five total USB 3.0
ports and two full-sized HDMI
2.0 ports
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Infrastructure
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Content Mangagement System
Retail engagement marketing is always adapting. To assist you with quick pivots or strategic promotions, our cloud-based
content management system allows you to have control over your content in one centralized space. Update messaging in

Tech Specs
Cloud architecture
Browser-based web app
Unlimited users
Publish in 60-120s

real-time, A/B Test, or schedule your next campaign launch across hundreds of locations at the exact same time.
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Infrastructure
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Platform
Features
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Intuitive User Interface

Multi-Tenacity Architecture

Bulk Deployment

Simple drag and drop tools allow you to

We give you the freedom to create an unlimited

Compliance in retail can be a real headache.

quickly update media across your displays.

number of users and specify their level of

Our bulk deployment feature allows you

Our smart scheduler allows for dayparts, A/B

access. This is great for corporate structures

and your team to change messaging across

testing and campaign scheduling weeks or

with franchises or agency partners that require

your entire portfolio of stores, from one

months in advance.

restricted, monitored access.

centralized location.

Infrastructure
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Next Steps
Client Engagement
Process
Contact
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Next Steps
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Client Engagement
Process
01

02

03

04

05

Exploration & Discovery

Solution Design

Strategic Planning

Delivery & Launch

Support Services

We begin by leading your team

We dive deep into designing your

We want to ensure your advertising

When your technology package

Once installed, we’re still by

through our information gathering

custom-tailored solution. With

is successful. So we assign you a

is ready to ship, we make sure

your side. With warranties on all

process. This thorough discovery

consideration for overall concepts,

dedicated account manager that

a certified technician is there

hardware, 24/7 remote monitoring,

phase ensures alignment and

placement, timeline and budget,

enables your creative team to build

to install at a time that is most

online tutorials, and a responsive

understanding of your brand’s

our team crafts recommendations

the best content for your exact

convenient for your business. Zero

help desk, we’ll always have your

identity, needs and budget.

specific to you.

hardware setup.

disruption is our goal.

back.
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Next Steps
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Let's Create
Something
Memorable

Our passion for innovation inspired us to develop a new
way of approaching experiential marketing. We empower
our partners to engage their consumers through highly
dynamic and interactive visual storytelling. And guess
what? It’s working. You’ve seen what we can do. We know
you have big ideas. Now, let’s transform retail together.

info@glass-media.com
www.glass-media.com
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